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EDITOR’S LETTER
March has come and gone with fury, with all the extreme
weather patterns at the moment I am thinking of fitting the
midget with life jackets. Big thanks to Graham, Joan & Brent for
supplying images and feedback on the two runs that happened earlier this year.
If you miss the magazine deadline please still send in your emails/letters etc. I
will get them in the next issue. The social calendar has some new events listed.
The drive planned for Catalina should be a blast, If you have any photo’s or stories about the forgotten race track please send them in. There is also still room
for more social drives so if you have an interesting idea for an outing please
send them through. My good mate Grant has been supplying me with some old
race programs see 1967 Warick Farm programme next to Baz’s great competition report, a Rowntree features in that race. Bob is that you?
This month also features part 1 of a Bugeye restoration with a difference, this
one has a lot of spark to it.
Hope to see you all for a gelato on the 16th.
Enjoy the read.
Anthony Barbara

Front Cover Images by
Brent McDonald.
Bugeye by Joseph Frank

EDITOR

MARQUE MENTORS:
Mk1 Sprite
Bert Langford
Colin Dodds
Mk2 Sprite
Neil Scott
Mk3 Sprite
Greg Strange
Keven Sly
Mk3 Midget
Eriks Skinkis
1500 Midget
Greg Coonan

VICE PRESIDENT: David Lawrence
(02) 9810 8982
vicepresident@spriteclub.com
TREASURER: Les Payne
(02) 0415 826 650
treasurer@spriteclub.com
SECRETARY: Graham Wells
(02) 9654 1344
secretary@spriteclub.com
M’SHIP SECRETARY: Diane Lawlor
(02) 9909 8607
Kakapo100@optusnet.com.au or
membership@spriteclub.com
SOCIAL DIRECTORS:
VACANT - Greg Holden
social@spriteclub.com
EDITOR: Anthony Barbara
0413 316 726
editor@spriteclub.com

CSCA DELEGATE: Paul Orton
(02) 9970 5697
competition@spriteclub.com

All correspondence (except magazine contributions) to:

S.C.C.A.
P.O. Box 696
Kingswood NSW 2747

Magazine contributions to: editor@spriteclub.com or -

Editor Sprite Torque
15 MOIR STREET
SMITHFIELD NSW 2164

General meetings are held at:
(Start time: 7.30pm - Bistro Area)
(2nd Tuesday of each month)

PRESIDENT: Greg Holden
(02) 9970 5697
president@spriteclub.com

CLUB CAPTAIN: Ric Forster
0409 225 613
ricify@yahoo.com.au

(02) 9982 2293
0414 789 263
0409 326 021
(02) 9909 8607
(02) 9604 2010
(02) 9644 5530
(02) 4257 1307

(Magazine contributions close 3rd Tuesday of each month)

COMMITTEE 2011

Parramatta RSL
2 Macquarie Street
Parramatta NSW 2150

SCCA EMAIL LIST: http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/spridgets-aus/
PLEASE NOTE: These are all honorary positions undertaken by private individuals in their spare
time.
Please contact them at sensible times and accept that they may prefer to call you back at a
time more convenient to them.
The Sprite Car Club of Australia Inc. accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or reliability of

CAMS DELEGATE:
Barry Cockayne
0427 066 878
REGISTRAR & CLUB PLATES:
Colin Dodds 0414 789 263
registrar@spriteclub.com
LIBRARIAN: David Lawrence
(02) 9810 8982
REGALIA: Leah Holden
0418 286 831
president@spriteclub.com
CLUB POINT SCORE: Greg Holden
(02) 9970 5697
CLUB WEB SITE: Ross Reichardt
(02)
www.spriteclub.com
GENERAL COMMITTEE:
Paul Barbara
(02) 9727 6549
Ross Reichardt
(02) 9980 6843
Colin Dodds
0414 789 263

articles, correspondence, opinion or advertisements contained herein.
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
By the time you get this message we would have been to Orange and
back with approximately 45 people in attendance. The weather is
expected to be warm and barmy.
If you missed this trip you may give Armidale in June a nudge, the
Queenslanders are well and truly down the track in organizing this one
and it should be good. Two years ago we left on Friday afternoon from
the BP at Wilberforce and travelled to Armidale in convoy.
So if you are interested contact myself, also more details are in the
social section.

Christmas in July is not far away and we will be looking at something a little different from years gone by. If you
are interested now is the time to get your name down with Avis.
The All British day will follow and Sharon Allen along with Mr. Dodds are organising a big do.
We will have a picnic on the day along with a car display and Concourse event all in one. The rules for the concourse will be published in the magazine well before the event and we have asked for 40 tickets that will be given
to members who wish to attend. At present we have several people who have expressed a desire to bring more
than one car.
I know Easter 2012 is a long way away, but start to think about the next Sprite Challenge.
The Mexicans are looking to host the event around the beautiful Wangarrata region which will be a nice run for all
of us travelling from NSW.
Plans are well advanced and Anthony has published an expressions of Interest form that can be sent back to
Greg Corbin. If you are interested, get your name down so that you can get updates on how the plans are going.
The Challenge is a great weekend of social and sporting events with great evenings to share a wine or beer with
fellow enthusiasts from around Australia.
Cheers for now,
Greg Holden.
President SCCA

Sprite Parts
A compact workshop where you and your
car get personal attention
Fast, friendly, efficient service from the
only supplier open from 7am to 7pm, 7
days per week
PHONE or FAX ORDERS
Goods are dispatched by overnight air
bag, express post, courier or road freight

All you need for your MG, Sprite or Mini

Colin Dodds 2 Parklea Close, Dural NSW 2158 Ph: 0414 789 263 Fax: 02 9651-6703
Email: Colin@SpriteParts.com.au Web: www.SpriteParts.com.au
APRIL 2011 SPRITE TORQUE
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NAME/s:......�
ADDRESS:........�
HOME PHONE NUMBER:..............................................EMAIL:...................................................
.........................................................................................................
(If email address included – THIS WILL BE USED AS YOUR MAIN FORM OF CONTACT)
I/We would be most interested in participating in:

I/We will bring:

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Track
Motorkhana
Concourse
Social

Sprite
Midget
Classic sports car
Other

If you could kindly complete and return to below contact at your earliest convenience
PLEASE NOTE THIS IS NOT A COMMITTMENT REQUEST
OFFICIAL REGISTRATION FORMS WILL BE FORWARDED SEPARATELY

AUSTRALIAN 2012 FESTIVAL OF SPRITES
Chairperson: Terri Corbin
Contact: tmcorbin@bigpond.com
2 Explorers Court Vermont South, Vic. 3133
Mobile: 0414 988 641 Facsimile: 9886 6306
APRIL 2011 SPRITE TORQUE
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COMING SOCIAL EVENTS 2011

☺ = SCCA
organised

16

GELATO RUN - Giotto Gelato Shop: Saturday Afternoon the 16th April
Meet between 1:30-2:00pm 1 / 66 Dublin St Smithfield NSW 2164.
Shop closes at 4pm. Plenty of parking close to the shop. Meet up with
other club members.

C,S ☺

15

Catalina Race Track

C,S,D ☺

22

BREAKFAST CLUB - PARRAMATTA PARK
Meet Sunday Morning 8:00am at Parramatta Park Cafe. Have breakfast,
talk about cars, bring your dog

C,S,D ☺

Brass Monkey Run to Mudgee (Contact Avis)

C,S,D ☺

June Long Weekend Bi annual meet with Queenslanders to Armidale
more details to come.

C,S,D ☺

MAY

APRIL

2011

Catalina Image Photo unkown

5

25

CRICKETERS ARMS / DRIVE IN. Meet up at the Cricketers arms at 6:30pm
C,S,D ☺
for friendly chat, For those keen for the Drive In. Cars must be in the gates
by 7:30pm, Movie TBA (two to choose from) will start at 8:30. $15.50 Adults,
$11.50 pensioners. It will be cold so bring some hot chocolate and someone to
snuggle up with and enjoy the movie.

21

CMC Shannons Display Day at Eastern Creek. Meet at Propect Pub,
Great Western Hwy. More Details to come.

C,S,D ☺

28

Annual SCCA Picnic & Display Day King School North Parramatta. Contact: Colin Dodds: 0414 789 263 or registrar@spriteclub.com

C,S,D ☺

AUG

JUL

JUN

11-13

Pointscores are indicated in the right hand column. All events on the Club pointscore are also on the Social
pointscore. All events on the Sprite pointscore are also on the Associate pointscore.C = Club pointscore, D =
Drivers pointscore, S = Sprite pointscore, = non-pointscore

Bob Rowntree Automotive
Sprite, Midget,MGB,MGA

Creek corner Warwick Farm 1967
MVRIC licensed. IAME No 92429

Bringing you 40 years of Sprite Service
specialising in
-Precision engine building
-Suspension rectification
-Front frame strengthening
-Diff housing rebuilding
-SU carb rebuilding
-Engine tuning
-Motorsport preparation
2 Kathleen Place Thirlmere NSW 2572
Ph - 4683 0618, Mob - 0402 216 149
APRIL 2011 SPRITE TORQUE
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WINGS
OVER ILLAWARRA
Emails from Graham McDonald
27th Feb 2011
Here are some photos from the Wing’s over Illawarra day last Sunday. Brent’s camera is too good for the action
shots as the propellors don’t appear to be moving. If you didn’t know that the planes were supposed to be moving at the time of the photo, then it is not till the aerial shots do you realise how quick the shutter speed is. See
the Hercules taxiing (yes) and the helicopter and other aircraft airborne. Brent and I only stayed till about 1 pm
as his neck was playing up. Whiplash injury from car accident last year.
Graham McDonald
List of attendees:
For Wings over Illawarra
Ray Fahey and
Greg and Dianne Strange.
I had met some of the others before but did not know their names and had not thought to bring a pad and record
names. Will throw one in the boot. Hopefully Greg and Dianne will be able to help, as I didn’t mention before,
but Brent took a group photo but it wasn’t on the camera or has copied across to the computer.
PS for the future, McDonalds at Heathcote was very crowded as there were at
least two if not three other clubs also commencing from this location.
Happy publishing
Graham McDonald
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MINAMURRA FALLS
11th Feb 2011
It was a very humid day for the run to Minimurra and we
started off at Bulli beach unsure of the weather. There
were no incidents for the cars along the way but the same
could not be said for the participants on the walk to the
falls. The heat and humidity made some of the ascent
sections extremely arduous and the seats along the way
were welcome relief. At the falls it was refreshingly cool
and extremely picturesque.
Graham and Joan McDonald

List of attendees:
For Minamurra attending were:
Keith Smith and Juliet Richards
Ray and Denise Fahey
Les and Shirley Bryant
Graham, Joan and Brent McDonald
(it was Brent’s birthday and he is not a
member - ask him to join :) ed.

QUEENS BIRTHDAY WEEKEND
Here’s some information about the combined meeting between the NSW & Qld clubs
over the Queen’s Birthday weekend. 10th to 13th June 2011.
We are still finalising the details of the motels and eating places and will let you know
more details soon. We’ll have some different garage crawl activities sorted for the
Saturday afternoon, and on Sunday, will do an observation run to Dorrigo for lunch,
returning through Guyra to Armidale. (Ian & Wendy have organised this already.) The
drive will all be on sealed roads. The socialising and eating activities will follow the
usual Sprite pattern, with organised meals as well as impromptu nibbles & the odd
drink or 2 in the afternoon.
As we did in 2009, we (The Qld mob, with 11 cars already indicating their attendance.)
will convoy to Stanthorpe on Friday evening, and arrive at Armidale on Saturday morning. I presume the Sydneysiders will do something similar.
I would like to get an idea of the number of NSW members planning to attend, so
please use this group to indicate your attendance once you have decided to go.
Cheers from Alex Robertson (SCCQ president.)

APRIL 2011 SPRITE TORQUE
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Annual SCCA Picnic, Display Day and
Concours
28 August 2011
The Kings School, North Parramatta
Numbers are coming in fast, and we now have 28 cars confirmed to attend our Annual Picnic
and Display Day. Please see list below, and let me know if I’ve missed you out or listed the
wrong make/model.
Don’t forget parking will be by pre-paid ticket only, which the Club will be paying for in recognition of your support. If you’re name isn’t on the list, you will be paying the entry fee and get
to park somewhere out of sight in the back paddock with the other tourists.
We have committed to 40 cars on display, and are aiming for 60. There’s no reason this
shouldn’t be the largest display of Sprites and Midgets ever held in Australia. Why not come
and join us?
Email Colin (Registrar@SpriteClub.com) to get your ticket.
Dont forget also that our annual Concours will be held on the day. More details next month.
Bugeye
Ross Reichardt, Bryan and Margaret Wells, Rob Allen (DHMC Bugeye), Sharon Allen (Bugeye bare shell), John Needs, Barry Cockayne, Kerry Smith, Wayne Griffiths (two Bugeyes),
Leah Holden
Mk II and IIA Sprite, Mk I Midget
Paul and Mary Barbara, Graham Wells, Avis Fowler,
Mk III and IIIA Sprite, Mk II Midget
Graham Coffill, Ant Barbara, Mat Barbara, Andrew Herden, Jon Thomson, Greg Holden,
Mk IV Sprite, Mk III Midget
Bob and Karen Olde, Bob Kerslake (with trailer), Julie Kerslake, Les Payne, John and Di
Drury, Andrew Booth,
Round Wheel Arch cars
Glenn and Barbara Falson (Midget), Colin Dodds (Austin Sprite)
other
Maurice King (Austin Lanc

APRIL 2011 SPRITE TORQUE
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MEMBERS CORNER
Rod Allen test fitting the boot lock assembly to our Gt Midget. The boot is 30% larger than a standard
Sprite midget.

ed comments: After recieving this image from Colin
I assumed that Rod is a very little man or this boot is
huge. So I asked Colin to kindly shed some light on
the above image.
G’day Ant
“Sebring” bonnet
These would have to be the nicest looking, and most
popular, of all Sprite and Midget fibreglass bonnets. It
will fit all models from Bugeye to 1500cc MG Midget,
and includes ducting to force air through the radiator,
and provision for a heater tube. Although no mounting
hardware is included, swinging it from the front is very
simple, and we can show you how to do it. Fitting this
bonnet will improve handling, road holding and braking,
as it weighs much less than the 30 kgs for the original
steel panels, and is about a quarter of the cost of the
steel ones.
(7 images in gallery →)
GTO rear body panels
This tail panel and boot lid are made in either fibreglass or carbon fibre, to replace the original steel panels of your Sprite or MG Midget. They are designed to
suit the post-1967 cars with the fixed soft-top, but can
be grafted onto earlier cars.
Apart from giving a more modern look, they also
increase luggage carrying capacity by approximately
35%.
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SCCA GENERAL MONTHLY MEETING REPORT
MINUTES OF MONTHLY MEETING
8th March, 2011
Venue: Parramatta RSL Club, Parramatta
Meeting commenced: 7.45 pm
Present: Committee members: G.Wells, P.Barbara, B.Cockayne, R. Forster, D.Lawrence, G.Strange, C.Dodds,
L.Payne.
Members: A.Fowler, M.King
Visitors: Mr. & Mrs.G. Higgins (Canadian Spriters)
Apologies: G.Holden, D.Lawlor, A.Barbara, P.Orton, J, Haavasalu
As the President not present, Vice-president, D.Lawrence, took the chair.
Minutes of Previous Meeting: Moved accepted B.Cockayne, sec.P.Barbara. Carried
Business Arising: None other than items discussed later in the agenda.
Treasurer’s Report: Les Payne reported.
General Account:
Opening balance
$9,749.75
Deposits
$295.00
Payments
$551.80
Closing balance
$9,492.95
Savings account:
Opening balance
$22,686.15
Interest
$82.66
Closing balance
$22,786.82
Business transaction account:
Opening balance
$808.40
Payments
$128.23
Closing balance
$680.40
Total funds:
$32,941.17
Treasurer’s report moved accepted G.Wells, sec. B.Cockayne. Carried.
Secretary’s Report: G.Wells reported correspondence:
Incoming:
-CMC Shannons Dat Registration
- OAMPS re Insurance (to L.Payne)
- Classic Rally Club
- Hunter MGCC Euro Motorfest (to A.Barbara for S.T.)
- Chrystler Restorers Swap Meet
- Brochures: Shannons Auction, Aust. Concourse d’Elegance.
- Magazines: Depender, Flat Chat,T Read, Goblins Gazette.
Social Drives:
Coming events are all listed in Sprite Torque & on website. Next runs are:
- March 26/27 Weekend away to Orange with Mini Club. Contact A.Fowler
- April Run to Catalina Park. Details not confirmed in Sprite Torque. It was decided to defer this run until at least
May. Need to check urgently with R.Reichardt.
- June 5 Brass Monkey Run to Mudgee (contact Avis Fowler)
- June 11-13th to Armidale with Queensland club. Contact G.Holden
- July A.Fowler looking for venue for Christmas in July.
- August 21 CMC Shannons day Eastern Creek. Contact G.Wells
- August 28 Picnic & Display Day, ABCC The Kings School. Contact C.Dodds
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CSCA: P.Orton reported by Email. We had 10 entries in the first round CLA at Wakefield. As a result we are
second in the points table:
CLA
182
SCCA
74
JDCA
66
MGCC
62
TSOA
54
MGCCN
46
MOCA
9
AHOC
4
Next round is Jaguar at Eastern Creek on May 1st.
R.Forster attended last meeting on Paul’s behalf. Reported that our fee had not been paid. L.Payne confirmed it
has since been paid.
Display/Picnic Day: C.Dodds reported. Notice placed in Sprite Talk calling for entries. Concourse rules will be
printed in Sprite Torque over next few months.
Site booking form not yet received but we will book for 40 cars. Club will pay for bookings with no charge to
members.
Supersprint:
- Eastern Creek. Sunday August 7th.
- Circuit booked. R.Forster queried whether we have or have not booked canteen to be open as it says yes on
one page of the contract and no on another. Ric to check with G.Holden. A.Fowler advised the ladies auxiliary
will do the official’s lunches.
- Notice to go into Sprite Talk calling for volunteers.
- B.Cockayne needs latest CSCA rules & classes for the CAMS permit. (P.Orton?)
Competition: Ric Forster reported on events in February. Report to go into S.T.
-3 club members competed at FOSC.
- 10 entries at CLA Supersprint
- 4 enties at HSRCA
- Next event is Historic Phillip Island on March 18-20.
CAMS: B.Cockayne reported . Neither he nor G.Wells was able to attend the State Council meeting. No minutes
received. Historic Forum was cancelled.
CMC/Shannons Day.
- G.Wells will book 20 sites this week, prefer area B or C. Tickets will be given out free to members who exhibit a
car. G.W. to put a note in Sprite Torque.
- L. Payne to Email details of our CMC payment to B.Cockayne (cheque dated 30-12-2010)
Sprite Torque: P.Barbara reported for Anthony.
- March issue is on web-site & mailed.
Technical Meetings: David Healey is running a scrutineering day on May 7th. Any members who wish to come
along are invited. Contact Avis Fowler.
If you are interested in becoming a scrutineer it is suggested you apply now for a CAMS general officials licence
beforehand.
Membership: G.Stange reported for D.Lawlor . All applications received have now been entered on the database.
Web-site. R.Reichardt was not present. C.Dodds suggested that when the notice that the magazine is on the
web-site is Emailed, instructions on how to access it are included.
New members, in particular, need to be informed how to access the member’s only section.
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Club Constitution & Rules: B.Cockayne has distributed a draft Constitution & By-Laws, including changes discussed last meeting, to committee members by Email.
Committee members are asked to get comments to Barry no later than 22nd March. The comments can then be
evaluated by Barry & Greg Holden & a final draft prepared for distribution to members.
Vacant Committee Position: No volunteers to fill the vacant Social Secretary position. G.Wells will write note for
Sprite Torque but the consensus was that people need to be approached personally.
Membership & Member Enquiries: C. Dodds raised a couple of points regarding club mail, membership & member enquiries.
- How often is mail box cleared & mail distributed to committee members ? Box is cleared at least every second
day, mail opened or forwarded to relative committee members if so marked e.g.membership or forwarded to the
secretary. The membership secretary banks membership cheques others are forwarded to the treasurer. The
response time to enquiries should be within 2 weeks.
- Under the Constitution & Rules, new members have to be cleared through the committee but this can cause up
to a month delay. It was agreed that an Email or post mail letter should go to applicants on receipt of the application acknowledging receipt & advising when the application would be processed but there was some confusion &
indecision about the timing. It will be listed for discussion on next meeting’s agenda.
General Business:
- M.King offered the use of his property at Putty for a Club event. This includes a 5 acre paddock suitable for
a Motokhana type event. A run followed by a novelty event was suggested. B.Cockayne pointed out we would
need a CAMS permit for insurance reasons. A.Fowler to check what the Mini Club do when they hold such an
event.
Meeting closed at 9.00 p.m.
Next Meeting: Tuesday, April 12th, 2011; Parramatta RSL Club, cnr. O’Connell & Macquarie Sts., Parramatta at
7.30 p.m.

70 Cox Avenue Kingswood
- Stainless Steel & Aluminised Systems
- Complete Range – Pipes Mufflers Extractors
- Performance Custom & Standard Systems
- Obligation Free Check & Quote
- Sales & Fitting

Phone Andrew Woodall

02 4732 1222
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COMPETITION REPORT
2011 COMPETITION CALENDER

APRIL

3-11

Shannons Historic Rally; Targa Tasmanina 20th Anniversary

21-24

FoSC Celebration of Motor Sport Two Plus Four Festival Eastren Creek Historic

22-24

SCCSA-HRR Mallala All Historics

MAY

1

CSCA/JDCA Jaguars Drivers Club of Aus. Round 2 Supersprint Eastern Creek.

18-19

Austin 7 Club 35th Historic Winton Short.

28-29

ARDC Sports Car Festival Eastern Creek Historics.

JUL

JUNE

25

CSCA/AHOC Austin-Healey Owners Club of Australia. Round 3 Supersprint Wakefield Park

24-26

HSRCA All Historics, Winter 25 lap induro Eastren Creek.

TBA

Annual Historics Queensland, Morgan Park, Warick.

7
AUG

23-25

HSRCA All Historics Wakefield Park

TBA

Historics Queensland “No Frills” Meeting Queensland Raceway or Lakeside

VHRR Historic Festival of Speed Winton Long

20

CSCA/MOCA Morgan Owners Club of Aust Super Sprint Round 5 Eastern Creek

15

CSCA/TSOA Triumph Sports Owners Association Training Day Wakefield Park.

16

CSCA/TOCA Triumph Sports Owners Association Super Sprint Round 6 Wakefield Park

29-30

VHRR Historics Sandown

11-13

FoSC Spring Invitation Wakefield Park

25-27

HSRCA All Historics Meeting Eastern Creek

DEC

NOV

OCT

11-12

SEP

CSCA/SCCA Sprite Car Club Super Sprint Round 4. Eastern Creek.

16/17th of July Contact the editor for full details of this event.
APRIL 2011 SPRITE TORQUE
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Hello all CAMS Officials and Members.
CAMS would like to encourage more officials to undergo the training involved in becoming a Club
Chief. Holding the accreditation of Club Chief allows an official to perform the duties of Clerk of the
Course as well as being a Steward at any club and multi-club level events, excluding Race events, Rally
events and Off Road events
By having more Members trained in the position of Club Chief, clubs will be able to become more selfsufficient and more productive in the events they hold.
To attain the Club Chief level of accreditation, one must first become a general official and demonstrate
an ability to work without supervision at Club or Multi-Club events. This is recognised by logging
event activity as an assistant Clerk of the Course and as a steward at two separate events. From this
stage the Member needs to enrol in and satisfactorily complete a CAMS accredited Club Chief training
module. Once the training module has been completed, an event assessment, demonstrating an ability
to perform both the roles of Club Chief (Clerk of the Course and Steward) is required to finalise the
process.
The training of multiple officials should be a priority of all clubs. The more Club Chiefs a club has the
more events you will be able to run successfully.
CAMS is planning to hold the following Club Chief courses:
•
May the 7th (Saturday) at Bathurst Light Car Club’s club rooms.
•
June the 4th (Saturday) at Sports House, Sydney Olympic Park.
If you or a club member would like to enrol in either of these courses please contact me.
Attached to this email is the currently calendar of planned officials training courses.
If you or a club member are interested in becoming a Club Chief or attaining any other CAMS accreditation but are unable to make these courses, please contact me and we can speak about your needs and I
can plan future courses to meet those needs.
Thanks, Simon Lakeman
Simon Lakeman
560

Sport & Club Development Officer - NSW 1300 883 959 mobile: +61 428 397

CAMS NSW OFFICIAL TRAINING CALENDER IS OUT
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG

19th
5th
9th
7th
7th
7th
4th
2nd

Club Chief
Event Assessor
Course Presenter
Club Chief
Scrutiny
Silver
Timing
Stewards

Newcastle
Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
Regional
Sydney
Sydney
Sydney

MG Newcastle Club Rooms
Sports House
Sports House
Seeking E.O.I
Eastern Creek
Sports House
Sports House
Sports House

Email: simon.lakeman@cams.com.au Website: http:www.cams.com.au
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COMPETITION REPORT

Group Sa ( Bugeye ) Supplement to HSRCA Wakefield Park Summer Race Meeting
With Ric Foster in Sb, and Colin Dodds in Gp T, I was the only other Club entrant to the very relaxed HSRCA
Wakefield Park meeting on 26/27th February 2011.
The HSRCA had again included the Group Sa cars with the JK and L Groups and it produced a very mixed bag
of cars from such as a 1955 Cooper Bobtail, a T52 Cooper FJ ( that’s not a Humpy Holden – Ed), a swarm of
supercharged MG TCs , a host of Holden powered Specials, big Healeys, MGAs and TR 3A- and 3 Bugeyes
under the ‘Sprite Street’ sign.
The 998cc Bugeyes had to work fairly hard amongst much of that field as the advantage that the Bugeyes had
in handling over many of the others was overcome by the sheer grunt in a straight line by the bigger engined
Specials and Sports Cars.
Consequently, the best showing by the Bugeyes was in the Practice/Qualifying session which turned into a
serious race with all three swapping the ‘lead’ over several laps until ‘Kermit’ managed to come out in front on
1.22.59 from David McKenzie in ‘Scooter’ ( 1.23.09) and Max Pegram from Victoria in ‘Brutus’ ( 1.23.44).
That would have made great TV, as the rest of the field didn’t really matter – well not to us!!
Racing turned out to be different, with the bigger Sa cars well ahead, and the JK and L ‘crates’ getting very
much in the way in the corners on the tightish Wakefield Park circuit, and then lighting up the bags, literally in
some cases, in the straight sections.
‘Kermit’ managed to head the Bugeye group and get amongst some of the midfield bigger cars, with David McK
only a few places back, and Max P experiencing the beginning of a dreadful weekend with a recurring intermittent miss, DNFing or rear of field in all of the sprint races.
Max changed almost everything on ‘Brutus’ searching for the cause to no avail ( subsequently found late on
the Sunday at Phillip Island to be a weeping welsh plug letting water onto the electrics – and drying off the hot
engine before inspection!)
Max did excel in the handicap on Sunday morning with a great start and staying ahead of the ‘crates’ to scramble home in 5th before the bigger sports cars got through the field.
My handicap effort was highlighted by a
great close up view of Colin Goldsmith’s big Healey working very hard in front of ‘Kermit’ through the right-handers at the top of the circuit, wheels at all angles and heaps of body movement until he pulled ahead after exiting
the last corner – damn!

After some challenging dices
in Events 7 and 31 with the
1098 cc clubman Special of
Peter Cohen and Chris Farrell’s blown TC, ‘Kermit’ finished
the weekend with a best lap
of 1.20.2, leaving a mere four
seconds to make up to equal
the next previous owner’s time
at that circuit! Ummmmh.
Nevertheless, a great event in
ideal conditions, and back on
the trailer with no known repairs
on the list.
Baz

WARICK FARM
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 19th
1967
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BUGEYE SPRITE - PART 1
EV - RESTORATION/CONVERSION
by Joseph Frank
I’ve been contemplating this project for many years. The idea came to me on one of the many occasions when
I walked home or called a cab because my 1959 Austin Healey Sprite had broken down. Now I know there are
quite a few ways to make the car reliable without replacing the entire drive-train, but I’ve also long wanted to
have an electric car. Besides, the car is a long way from pristine, having at one point been taken apart with the
intention of making it ready to race.
This car has been sitting idle since 1989 when it last broke down with some minor problem or another. I believe
it was the distributor on that occasion. I dutifully moved it to three new living locations and kept it as well covered as I could under the circumstances.
Finally in the fall of 2005 I scraped together enough cash to start on the project in earnest. I’m lucky enough to
live in Boulder, where there happens to be a bit of work going on with electric cars. There are a lot of potential
pitfalls to converting to an electric drive system so I contracted with EnergySense for their expertise.
As you can see, the car had a bit of dust and detritus gather on it in the more than 15 years that it sat idle.
There was even a straw nest that field mice made near the voltage regulator. The rotten buggers chewed
through some of the wiring (apparently it wasn’t placed in a convenient location for them).

Besides needing a serious cleaning and de-nesting, there were a few dents that needed to be corrected, The
right rocker panel was pretty badly rusted, there was some rust-out in the engine compartment, the brake
system needed rebuilt, the shocks were completely shot, the cockpit surround was badly scratched, the interior
panels were missing, the carpet was junk, the windshield rubber was rotted away, the windshield frame was
pretty beat up, the wipers were missing, there was no top, all of the bumpers were missing, one hood support
was gone and the other was badly rusted.
On the positive side there was relatively little rust overall. Most of the major components were there and the required bodywork wasn’t that major. The car had already been converted to front disk brakes and the bonnet was
pretty sound (with the exception of a few dents). Many of the components that were still in usable condition were
the ones I’d no longer need, but that’s the way it goes.
Here are some pictures of the car in the pre-conversion state:
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Restoration

A fair amount of the work I did could apply to any “driver” bugeye restoration, assuming you aren’t at all
particular about having the car be original. Although I removed the engine, transmission, fuel system, ignition system, and gauges, the rest of the car still had to be made sound for everyday use. It wasn’t my intention to spend
a bunch of time and money on this conversion and then only drive the car on weekend outings in fair weather.
With that in mind I focused on a few areas. After pulling it apart, I worked on the suspension, brakes, bodywork,
and a few upgrades for safety and convenience.
Pulling It Apart
It takes surprisingly little time to take a car that is intact (though admittedly non-functional), and turn it
into just a husk. It didn’t take much more than a weekend to strip the car almost completely bare. Even though
I wouldn’t be using many of the parts I pulled from the car, I was careful not to break things as I removed them.
I wanted to be able sell them, and I would have hated to destroy parts that had been preserved for almost 50
years.
First the bonnet (or hood for us on this side of the Atlantic) came off (just loosen two bolts and pull it forward).
If you’re hardy you can do this yourself, but it’s easier with a second person. Then off came the carburators,
exhaust and intake manifolds, radiator, generator, starter, and distributor. Then I just put a jack under the transmission, unbolted it from the engine, unbolted the engine mounts, and pulled the engine out. Well admittedly the
engine is a bit of a chore to remove. I used a rope pully I got at the McGuckin’s tent sale for $5 and the able assistance of my wife, who hauled on the rope while I jiggled, guided, and cursed.

After the engine was out I removed the stick shift, drained the transmission, removed all the various retaining
bolts, and pulled it out forwards. The driveshaft comes off with just a few bolts in the back at that point (though it
did dribble a bit of transmission oil).

Then I pulled the seats out, the carpet out, removed the steering wheel, dashboard, master cylinder, wipers,
wiper motor, battery, and heater. In the back-end I pulled off the gas tank and muffler (with exhaust pipe), then
removed the electric fuel pump and fuel line.
After pulling off the cockpit surround, the doors, and the windshield, we put it up on its side to power-wash it
inside and out. The car was surprisingly easy to flip over once all of the heavy parts were removed.
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Suspension
Rather than rebuild the Armstrong liquid shocks, I decided to convert the car to use traditional tube
shocks. Mini Mania has a kit for both the front and rear that replaces the shock and provides the upper arm in
the front suspension. The kit for the back-end is much less expensive and a bit simpler to put in.
The original shocks on the bugeye also provide the upper arm for the king pin assembly. You can get a conversion kit that adds a tube shock to the existing Armstrong shock, but that still can have problems if the control
arm on the Armstrong shock is worn. This is a much more robust solution. The front kit is expensive, but it’s
well designed and fairly simple to put in. After driving the car with the conversion kit I think it was well worth it.
In addition to the conversion, I also had to clean up some play in the suspension by replacing the king pins and
the bushings. The brake calipers also needed rebuilding.

The suspension work was a several day project, but the conversion kit was roughly a full day effort. You have
to jack up the front end and compress the spring with a second jack so you can disconnect the king pin. Because my A arms were never drilled for the sway bar, I had to drill six holes on each side. Fortunately it wasn’t
difficult to determine where the holes needed to be as the new assembly fits very snug. You may notice in the
picture that I had to reroute the brake line so it would clear the shock.
The rear shocks are a simpler matter because of the way the springs and the existing shock fit. Replacing
these just requires pulling the rear wheel and the old shock off, drilling a couple of bolt holes, and fastening the
new assembly in.
The Bugeye also has an occasional problem with broken axle shafts. The original shafts were not hardened,
and the hub has only a single bearing. When you corner aggresively the axle gets torqued against the differential. Over time this fatigues the axle and it breaks. One of the common modifications for racing is to switch
to hardened axles and install a hub with dual bearings. The second bearing takes the torque from cornering
instead of the end of the axle.
Mini-mania has a conversion kit for this as well, and since I had to pull off the hubs to replace the seals, I
decided to go ahead with the conversion. There are a couple of minor issues with this. The hub is larger on the
side facing the backing plate, and there isn’t quite enough room. To make it fit you have to use different bolts
for securing the backing plate (or shave the heads of the existing ones as I did), and you have to drill alternate
holes to seat one of the springs holding the brake pads. With these changes made, the new hub is obviously
much more solid. I also found a good deal on hardened axles. So now if we find batteries that can deliver the
current, I won’t have to worry about breaking the axles.
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Brakes

The brake master cylinder had leaked most of the fluid and it was likely the wheel cylinders weren’t in
great shape either. I don’t need the clutch master cylinder, and since the clutch/brake combined master cylinder
on the bugeye doesn’t provide much safety in case of failure, I decided to switch to a later model dual-zone
master brake cylinder and forego the clutch altogether.

I found a nice rebuilt master cylinder and a pedal box on E-Bay and got to work making it fit. Since the pedal
box is significantly wider, I had to make a cut to allow it to fit. Since I don’t need a clutch pedal, though, I was
able to just cut a small slit for the support to fit through. I used a short length of copper pipe to take up the space
that the clutch pedal would have sat in. Finally, I hooked the two return springs for the clutch and brake pedal
together and connected that to the far edge of the existing pedal box cutout. I added a couple of pieces of sheet
metal to cover the gaps and it was ready to go.
Since I was switching to a dual-zone brake system the existing brake lines no longer worked. It wasn’t really
possible to get stock replacement lines so I got a flaring tool on E-Bay and some tubing from a local auto parts
store. I was able to use all the existing fixtures, including the brake light switch. The flaring tool wasn’t too difficult to use, though you need to start with a clean edge.
The only potential difficulty is that the new master cylinder forces the brake lines to route very close to the wiper
motor. Ultimately I decided to change the location of the wiper motor to allow more space for the electronics.
To finish off I got new wheel cylinders for the rear brakes and a rebuild kit for the front calipers. I also got new
steel mesh flexible cables.
Bodywork
For a nearly 50 year old car, it was in pretty good shape. Which is a nice way of saying it needed quite
a bit of work. Anyone who has acual skills regarding bodywork should immediately go on to another page. I’m
pretty much just whacking away at things.
The biggest dent was a crease in the right rear fender. You can get to this from inside the trunk but it’s not a
very nice space to swing a hammer. So I rigged up some bracing and used a small hydraulic jack to push the
dent out a bit at a time. After placing it in a variety of places and checking the results I ended up with something
that is rippled as all hell but is fairly close to where it needs to be. I don’t have any philosophical objections to
body putty as long as it’s not glopped on in large chunks that will ultimately crack or fall off.
The biggest rust out was the right rocker panel. Dust had collected from the jack hole (which didn’t have a plug)
and this created mud that kept moisture against the metal. I bought a replacement panel from Victoria British
for $49. Hidden underneath this were various other rusted out places. The most serious of these were near the
rear spring supports and the front diagonal braces. There was also rust in many of the usual places (behind
wheel wells, etc.). Finally, there were a number of places where holes had been purposely created for unknown
reasons.
Quite a bit of work was needed to get rid of the rusted out pieces and weld in replacements. Then there’s the
grinding and a thin layer of putty.
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Upgrades

The Bugeye is a great car for fun, but I decided a few “luxury” items were in order. I also wanted to put a few
safety features in. I’ve already mentioned the tube shock suspension upgrade, the dual bearing hubs, and the
dual zone brake master cylinder. Besides these changes I decided to add roll-up windows, seats with headrests
(in case of a rear-end collision), seat belts (originally available only as an option), canceling turn signals, hazard
lights, a headlight relay, a third brake light, backup lights, and all LED lighting (except the headlights).
Roll-Up Windows
The Sprite originally came with plastic side curtains that bolt onto the door frame. You can slide them forward
to open a little, or take them off entirely. Unfortunately this also means there’s no way to lock the car (there isn’t
even an exterior door handle). The plastic windows also have a tendency to scratch and discolor. They can also
rattle and/or slide too easily or with too much resistance. You can, of course, restore them and fix all these issues.
In 1965 doors with roll-up windows were added to the Sprite. To accommodate them, the windshield frame was
modified and small changes were made to the door frames. The method for fastening the top was also changed
at the same time. To put the newer doors in you have to switch to the new windshield and top and make some
minor changes to the door frame, windshield pillar mounts, and top mounting hardware.
You can, of course, just start with a 1965 or later car to begin with but the body style is significantly different
(even though the frame and most other parts are identical).

Miata Seats
I found a site that mentioned putting Miata seats into a Sprite and thought it seemed a reasonable way to go.
So I found a pair of seats on E-Bay that also had seat belts and started figuring out how to make them fit. There
are a couple of challenges with this. The seat brackets are angled down on the front and back with a metal pin
to ensure the positioning. You could try to fashion a matching mount angled in the same way, but I decided to
just bend the brackets. The other problem is that the floor support on either side makes it impossible to mount
the seat directly to the floor. I decided to use shallow metal outlet boxes to set the seat high enough to clear the
support. By drilling holes in the boxes at the proper points the seats can rest on the outlet box and be bolted all
the way through the floor (new holes have to be drilled).
Canceling Turn Signals
The bugeye has a turn signal switch that is just a toggle on the dash. So besides having to reach for the turn
signal switch, you also have to remember to turn it off. I decided to install a canceling turn signal switch on the
steering column. I found a switch from one of the earliest MG midgets with canceling turn signals and adapted
it.
The canceling mechanism works with a couple of plastic arms that are pushed on by pieces that spin with the
steering column. It was no problem to attach the switch to the fixed portion of the steering column, but I had to
figure out a way to get blocks that would push against the arms as the column spun. I ended up using four bent
pieces of metal fastened together with small screws. This works like a charm. The only remaining issue is the
plinth that fits between the dash and the steering wheel, which had to be modified to allow the turn signal arm
to fit through. The other nice thing about this is that I now have my dimmer switch on the steering wheel as well
(instead of the original foot pedal).
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Overview
The conversion to electric requires a number of systems. The major components are the motor, controller, batteries, DC to DC inverter, and the charger. In addition there are various electronic and mechanical pieces such
as the throttle control, gauges for current and remaining charge, and physical adapters to hook the motor into
the existing drive train. There are actually some kits available that provide all of the components needed to convert a particular car. This is a nice way to go since someone else has gone through the trouble of verifying that
all of the pieces work together.
Since I wanted to convert the Sprite, this wasn’t an option. I also wanted to use more cutting edge components,
which is part of why I contracted with EnergySense. Locating various systems and checking specifications to
make sure they will work together is quite a bit of work. Both the physical and electrical characteristics have to
be considered.

To be Continued next month...

ADVERTISING RATES
Half Page Black and White only $195 per annum
Full Page Black & White Only $300 Per Annum
As well as an advertisement in the printed magazine, you also will receive the same size advert,
as supplied, in colour in our electronic magazine as wel as on our website.
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TORQUE TRADER
Advertising is free for private sellers and buyers, just phone,
email or post the details to the Editor of Sprite Torque.
LAST MONTH
MK2 SPRITE FOR SALE
Nice Car, no rust, runs
and handles well. Roll Cage
Silver
$10500ono
Contact Anthony 0413 316 726

MG Midget 1500 FOR SALE
Red - Good Condition
Long Rego
$10500ono
Call Mark 0419209724

MG MIDGET PARTS FOR SALE
Used Soft Top Good Condition $150.
Hood Bows $100
Complete Windscreen $150
Carpet Kit $80
Call Paul 02 9727 6549

Gregory Strange Motor Mechanic

Sydney Home of Sprite’s and Big Healey’s
Sympathetic servicing and repairs to most
English Sports and Classic Cars (Modern cars also catered for)
All Staff are SPRITE Club members
Conveniently located near Sydney’s CBD
117 Cleveland Street, Chippendale NSW 2008
Phone/Fax 02 9319 2299
Mobile 0412 811 958
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Order your Regalia now
0418 286 831 or visit http://spriteclub.com/regalia.html
Mens & Ladies BIZTECH™ Evolution Jacket
Outer : 100% Coated Micro fibre Shell.
Lining: 100% Polyester Mesh + Polyester Taffeta. BIZTECH™
technology .
Waterproof Rating: 1,000mm inner membrane.
Breath ability Rating: 1,000g/m2. Fully seam sealed. Windproof.
Wind flap chin guard with stand up collar. Inside elastic closure for
wind/snow protection. Two-Way front zip with movable sliders. Outer
chest zippered vertical pocket with MP3 Player access from inside.
Concealed underarm zippered air vent. Two flap zippered front
pockets with metal puller. Adjustable Velcro rubber cuff closures.
Open inside right breast pocket, zippered inside left breast pocket.
Zipper access for embroidery

Colour

Black & Graphite

Nautical Blue & Navy

Polo Shirts
$50
Mens & Ladies $35
Scarfs & Hats $15
Baseball Caps $20
Moto Shirts
$55
Polar Fleece
$45

Stadium Red & Black

These jackets will have two logos. 2008 Sprite Jubilee (pocket) and SCCA Logo (right arm).

THESE JACKETS WILL BE ORDERED AS REQUIRED AND WILL BE A PRE-PAID ITEM.
$120.00 each
(There will be a cut off date for ordering these jackets as we need to order in reasonable numbers to get the best price,
so contact the regalia team immediately).

WINGS OVER ILLAWARRA IMAGE BY BRENT MC DONALD

SILVERTONE
MAY 5 1956
8TH ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL
DAILY EXPRESS
TROPHY MEETING
OFFICIAL PROGRAMME ADDVERTISING

